
Magali – Week 6 

 

I didn't know what to expect from the HEP/CAMP conference but I learned a lot. What I liked the 

most were the workshop sessions. I found the ones I sat in were really interesting about the 

Higher Education Act and Geographic Distribution of Projects. We, as interns, really don't know 

how much of hard work the Association puts in for this organization to keep running. Throughout 

the conference I learned a lot and appreciated way more what they do for.  

Another favorite part of the conference for me was when elected CAMP students came and told 

us their story. Lisa Ramirez gave her remarks saying that sometimes even though those stories 

are heartbreaking, we need to hear them to motivate us. Because sometimes work gets tough 

and you may feel like quitting but you know you're doing the right thing for kids out there who 

don’t have a lot of support. This could be there one thing that keeps them going. That little part 

impacted me so much because I think it's so true. Sometimes when I'm in class and it gets hard 

I feel like quitting but I need to look at my end goal and realize that it will help many people in 

the future. We need to be reminded that everything we are doing is to better our systems 

education and fr the future leaders of this world. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Last Thursday was such an amazing day! I 

went to an event called the Make Progress 

National Summit 2015. The event was based 

on teaching the millennial generation to 

make progressive change in our time. 

Featuring amazing leaders like Nancy 

Pelosi, Elizabeth Warren, Thomas Perez, the 

VP Joe Biden, and many more House 

members. All their speeches really motivated 

me into wanting better not only for me and 

my family but the whole world. Everyone 

deserves an equal opportunity. 

 

So that was pretty amazing because I got to 

shake Joe Bidens hand! Ahh 

 

 

 

 

 

I also went for a white tour! And now that we're allowed to take picture it was very exciting! 



 
 



 

 
 

 

It was a pretty great week, like always! 

 

 

P.S. The blue room is my favorite room. 


